My name is Brenda Salinas
I am an Current Oregon Resident that is not in favor of HB 3064
I don’t think our children should be excluded from getting their basic education in our state just because parents exempt
them from getting vaccinated against their own philosophical or religious beliefs.
This is a way to force and take individuals rights which will cost on Residents and citizens not feeling welcome in their
hometown or birth states anymore.
As well is a way to give those in power create a form of controlling what goes in people’s bodies without their consent at
all.
Is very important that you vote No on this bill and start listening and attending those parents like me who children have
been harmed by the so called “Safe Vaccines”
We have a voice and we have a very strong history to share to everyone in this country but it seems that our own
government and media are trying to put us on the side and to deride us.
Myself and my oldest kids got harmed by vaccines and no single doctor had a clue on why or how.
The Medical industry is not doing more deep research on the toxins on each vaccine given neither looking at the patients
health history deeply enough or testing before each vaccine administration to prevent any damage to the individuals
body and nervous system.
There is not Liability to the Vaccine manufacturers Therefore parents like me get a very hard time applying to VAERS
and follow up with the long process on summiting our cases there.
We the parents are Yelling to be listen and to something to be done so no more children get kill or injure by this so calle
vaccines.
I urge you to listen to each parent who lost a kids or their kids got severely damage by the ones we supposed to trust
must our Medical Doctors , Our Government and the Media around us.
Please Vote No to HB 3064
We the people want answers
We want our rights to choose
We want to be free in our Land
We want our kids to grow up into society without being discriminated like this!!

